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Abstract 
Reliability is a critical word in industrial applications of Shape Memory Alloys. Accurate and 

reproducible transformation hysteresis cycles and internal loops were obtained in single crystals 
using a high resolution automatized equipment. From a mechanical model formulated for a sin- 
gle martensite plate, the shape of the hysteresis cycle is obtained by generalizing the repre- 
sentation to N plates. The observed time effects on the hysteresis loops related to diffusion 
processes were also taken into account. It allows to explain the martensite recoverable creep and 
the mieromemory effects. Also, the room temperature effects on the parent phase (for instance, 
summer to winter) acting over the transformation temperature are quantified. 

Keywords: modelling, shape memory alloys, thermal analysis, thermomechanieal equipment, 
time effects 

Introduction 

Cu-Zn-AI alloys [1] belong to the so-called smart materials [2], due to the 
shape memory effect (one way and two ways) and the pseudoelasticity. Potential 
applications [3] of these materials require a rigorous stability of the transforma- 
tion temperatures and a small hysteresis. The applications of the SMA to the 
continuous actuators involve a time guarantee about the constructed devices re- 
lated to the suitable composition and heat treatment. Reliability is a critical 
word in industrial applications of SMA. The industrial interest needs an experi- 
mental method classifying the available alloys. Technical application of the 
continuous actuator implies some tens of thousand's of complete or partial cy- 
cles in several years. The design and construction [4] of shape memory alloys 
(SMA) devices can be greatly improved if models are developed for the descrip- 
tion of the behavior of the material in the stress, strain, temperature (or, e, 73 
coordinate system. These models, which are time independent and obviously do 
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not take into account the irreversible actions of the external fields and internal 
irregularities (like grain boundaries), are the basis to include the observed time 
effects. For instance, the martensite recoverable creep, the stress evolution at 
constant strain and the micromemory. 

Using an adapted instrumentation with improved resolution [5-7] (differen- 
tial and nondifferential conduction calorimeter, thermomechanical equipment's 
and resistance measurements) permits an evaluation of the irreversible evolution 
(like dislocation creation), the time evolution of the samples with or without cy- 
cling, and the relevant parameters characterizing the properties of the alloys. 
Accurate and reproducible transformation hysteresis cycles with internal loops 
were obtained in single crystals [8-9]. They were interpreted in terms of ele- 
mentary plates, for which a mechanical model was formulated (a spring 
including two types of friction: nucleation and interface friction) [9]. In gen- 
eral, the shape of the hysteresis cycle can be obtained by generalizing the 
representation to N plates. The observed time effects on the hysteresis loops re- 
lated to diffusion processes (due to coexistence parent to martensite phases), 
were also taken into account. The equilibrium temperature To and, eventually, 
its dependence with time, is decisive in simulation and, obviously, in practical 
applications. An extended time dependent model [10] was put forward, based 
on the observed elementary processes. It allows to explain the martensite recov- 
erable creep, the micromemory effects, and to simulate with a good agreement 
the observed behavior. 

In this work, the computerized high resolution thermal analysis set-up and 
the thermomechanical equipment are briefly described. The effects of the coex- 
istence parent-martensite is analyzed and modeled (in stress, strain, temper- 
ature and time coordinates). Careful analysis of the room temperature (Tar) ef- 
fects on parent phase determines the long time evolution of the transformation 
temperatures. The particular effects connected to the yearly room temperature 
evolution are quantified and estimated. 

Samples and instrumentation 

Single crystals (Cu-Zn-AI) were used having an electron concentration of 
1.48 e/a. The nominal transformation temperature is between 280 to 290 K. 
The samples were homogenized at 1123 K and, then, water or air quenched. 
The samples used in the stress-strain analysis were cut according to the appro- 
priate crystallographic axis producing the maximum deformation during the 
transformation (near 9%). 

The set of conditions imposed in carrying out the experiments suggests that 
the transformation should be analyzed so that the phenomena under study are 
separated (using sufficient resolution). For instance, in a single crystal, a tem- 
perature induced stress free transformation (parent to martensite) produces 
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several hundreds (or thousands) of domains in, around, twenty or more kelvin. 
Under constant stress, in the temperature induced transformation, the number 
of plates reduces but the associate temperature domain decreases accordingly. 
The remaining temperature domain is, probably, related with minor composi- 
tion effects. The temperature resolution needed for a detailed description 
approaches 0.01 K. Then the temperature rate should be 0.01 K s -~ (or less) 
for a careful description of the whole transformation process and the total time 
elapsed easily overcomes 6 h. 

The constructed equipment was based on the high resolution thermal analy- 
sis for microscopic analysis of the transformation (or thermomicroscopy) [5]. 
Figure 1 shows schematically the equipment. A water flow from an external 
thermostat (e and e') as reference temperature permits via one Peltier plate (a), 
a working surface (a copper plate of 40• mm 2) with programmed tempera- 
ture. A platinum resistance (b) determines the controlled temperature. The ob- 
servation of the sample (c), via a microscope (d) can be stored in a video- 
magnetic tape and/or as digitalized images in an auxiliary computer for further 
study. A gentle flow of C02 (f) avoids water condensation. 

I - -  I I _ 1  

f a c\, , bl 
, 

Fig. ! Thermomicroscopy: thermal analysis of the transformation-retransformation process 

The main computer ensures an appropriate feedback between the measured 
temperature and the DC current sent to the Peltier plate. The system works in 
the non-linear range. Calibration procedure implies the evaluation of the Peltier 
sensitivity Sr as a function of the expected temperature and, also, an evaluation 
of the dynamic parameters as the 'time constants' x~ with a minor temperature 
dependence. The standard temperature control includes a 'classical' predictor- 
corrector scheme for the expected reproducibility (usually near 0.003 K). 
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Fig. 2 Stress-strain-temperature high resolution equipment 

Using two controlled temperature plates (120• mm 2) a stress-strain-tem- 
perature (and, eventually, time) equipment has been built [6]. The sample, 
usually with 25 mm in length and near 1 mm 2 in section (see 1 in Fig. 2) is situ- 
ated on the center of two independent controlled plates. A liquid flow from an 
external thermostat determines the reference temperature used by the Peltier 
plates (2) and the protection chamber (2'). The computerized force control (a) 
establishes the vertical displacement (3) on the motorized system via a steel 
wire of the fishing type (4) changing the spring length (5) and the associated 
force. The system determines the force (b), the length (c), the temperatures (d) 
and, eventually, the energy dissipated by a Seebeck semiconductor plate (e). 
The equipment, completely computerized, operates between 285 to 365 K. The 
available resolution arounds 1 mN in force (full scale 20 or 200 N), 0.1 ~m in 
lengthening (full scale 4 mm), 0.005 K in temperature and 1 s in time. 

From the high resolution thermal analysis system a computer controlled 
equipment has been developed for resistance measurements using the 'four 
wire' method. The resolution and reproducibility in the temperature control and 
programation is around 0.005 K (Table 1). Copper wires are welded to the sam- 
ple by standard Sn-Pb. To minimize the noise and parasitic e.m.f., an 
experimental point corresponds to 256 double readings using positive and nega- 
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Table 1 Experimental results at constant temperature (358.15 K). Time, resistance, standard 
deviation and associated fluctuations of the temperature. Measurements realized 
15 months after the water quench 

t/s 1 257 ... 4609 4865 ... 9907 10163 

R / m ~  2.50926 2.50925 ... 2.50924 2.50931 ... 2.50919 2.50932 

AR/I.t.(2 0.20 0.18 ... 0.18 0.21 ... 0.15 0.18 

AT/mK 2,5 -1 .7  ... 0.0 0.3 ,.. 0.3 -0 .8  

tive DC current (near 0.20 A). The resistance value arounds 2m~, and the 
standard deviation for each point approaches 0.21as (Table 1). Small oscillatory 
fluctuations (AR << 0.1 ~(2) can be associated to the daily wave temperature in- 
fluence. At constant temperature, the relative error AR/R was 0.5.10 -4 and the 
resistance measurement permits five significant figures. In this work, the used 
temperature limits are 260 and 373 K. Usually, the standard temperature rate in 
cycling was 20 mK s -~. The temperature rate effects were analyzed and, for in- 
stance, the dR/dT increases if the dT/dt decreases (an effect related with the 
steady state effects on the sample). 

Time independent behavior and modelling 

By realizing cycles within the domain of the hysteresis curve, internal loops 
result (Fig. 3 left). It is clear that is not possible to assign to the points in these 
loops a single valued function of the experimental coordinates: stress, strain and 
temperature. When loading, the part 1-2 represents an increasing of the number 
of 'active' martensite plates or growing plates. Part 2-3 corresponds to a steady 
state: the same number coalesces and nucleates. In part 3--4 the number of ac- 
tive plates decreases as the transformation reaches the end of the available 
sample. 

-20 T: ~.7 K simul~on 4 ,; / 
0 

x = xmax 

.x =,(f~,,,'r,,~,h) 

.X=O 

ring 

Fig. 3 Time independent processes; (left) force in N vs. lengthening at constant temperature 
in K, experimental and simulation; (right) mechanical analogy 
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Fig. 4 Hysteretie behaviour and simulation in F - x - T  coordinate space (+  + + experimen- 
tal, o--o--o calculated) 

The maximum lengthening of the complete transformation is Xm,x; AF and- 
z~c determines the mean slope in 'steady state' transformation process; AFh cor- 
responds to the minimal macroscopic hysteresis; z~Fr to the mean slope of the 
transformation process and foo to the critical stress. From the experimental ob- 
servations, it was found that the behavior of a single martensite plate [11-12] 
can be schematized including the nucleation of martensite, the nucleation of 
austenite or the decoalescence between two plates, the interface friction and the 
pseudoelasticity (as dfldx). Such behavior - for each martensite plate - can be 
well represented by the mechanical system depicted in Fig. 3 (right) derived 
from reference [13] which uses a spring with joined coils. This last condition 
explains the temperature dependence of the transformation stress: to a greater 
temperature corresponds a greater force joining the coils, following the Clau- 
sius-Clapeyron (CC) equation. The supplementary stress to overcome the tem- 
perature effect equals (df/dT)cc(Text-Zo). The model for a 'mean plate' (without 
microplate effects associated to the initial parts of growth) includes interface 
friction (zi0, intrinsic thermoelasticity (equivalent to the spring constant) and 
nucleation (zno and znl). The used maximal lengthening for each plate is 
xmax ~ The actual lengthening, x, is a function q~ of the external forcef~xt, the 
temperature T~xt together with previous state of the plate or history h. The dash- 
pot ensures a smooth movement without mechanical oscillations. The model al- 
lows also the study of the hysteresis cycles under changes of stress and tem- 
perature in F-x-T coordinate space (Fig. 4) [14]. 

The main parameters of the model to be identified for an 'average martensite 
plate' from the macroscopic measurements (Fig. 3) are: 

a) The representative plate number N, usually chosen to be _<100 for easy of 
calculation. 
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b) The maximum sample lengthening X,~x, which is directly deduced from 
the complete transformation curve (Fig. 3 left). The maximum lengthening of 
each plate is then defined as xmax~ 

c) The reversible critical stress, f~), associated to the appearance of the first 
plate at the external temperature Text. This critical stress is zero if Text = To, i.e. 
at the equilibrium temperature. 

d) The average interface friction, zif for each plate. The mean hysteresis is 
2zif (nucleation is not considered in this parameter). The interface friction is de- 
termined from the internal loops, ZiwM;'h (Fig. 3 left). 

e) The nucleation: parent to martensite, Zno, and martensite to parent znl. 
They are taken as zno~znv~,aX,~x, being cx=AF/z3x from the 2-3 zone in Fig. 3 
(left). 

f) The pseudoelastic behavior or the slope (dfldx), equivalent to the Hooke 
law of the spring. It is obtained as (df/dx)z, otN. 

g) The appearance of new plates, associated to the minor composition effects 
on the sample, is controlled byf,,,~, defined as 

Usually, f,~t~ is assumed to be constant, then, for the i-th plate 

f ~  =f~)  + (i - 1)/'=~. 

This parameter can be obtained from the relationship AfT ~,Nf,.,to +ctX,~,x, where 
AfT is shown in Fig. 3 right. 

h) The temperature dependence by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation 
(dfldT)cc or (dcr/dT)cc. The CC equation establishes an equivalence between 
temperature and force effects and is taken as a change of the critical stress, 

f ~) = (df/dT)cc( Text - To) 

i) Eventually, a new parameter can be introduced as an explanation of the in- 
trinsic and nonsymmetric behavior during the appearance (by a microplate) and 
disappearance (without microplate) of each plate. The parameter quantifies the 
extreme situations: the minor overheating corresponding to the complete disap- 
pearance of the traces of the plates or the supplementary cooling associated to 
a complete 'coalescence'. 

With this parameters, the transformation path for the i-th plate is considered 
by parts in order to evaluate the lengthening x c~) of the plate i. Previous to the 
nucleation: 

t ( i )  
f ~ t  < j oo + zno + z~f and x ~ = 0 
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At (below) the martensite nucleation 

fext --dOO-- F(i) + gno + Zif and x ~i)=0 

After the nucleation (increasing the martensite amount): 

fo~ = f ~ + zif + (~--~f) #i) and x (i) = x (1) 

At the end of the growth, 

fext f (i) -> J oo + zif + (df/dx) xmax ~ and x a) = xmax ~ 

The remaining parts of the cycle are constructed in the same way. The initial pa- 
rameters are determined from the experimental curve (Fig. 3 left). They allow 
the representation of the hysteretic behavior of a single crystal in the f,  x, T 
space, by generalizing the model to N independent plates. The initial values are 
then improved using a technique based in the Marquard algorithm [15-16]. At- 
tention is paid to the instabilities produced by the frictional contributions. The 
simulations presented in Figs 3 and 4 show the adequate prediction (time inde- 
pendent) obtained for different transformation cycles. 

The parent martensite coexistence 

In order to separate the different contributions associated to the coexistence 
of the austenitic and martensitic phases, further experiments were done. The 
first step was to obtain a quantitative approach to the 'martensite creep' (spon- 

65 
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Fig. 5 Recoverable SRC and DRC effects: martenslte lengthening vs. time (creep process at 
constant load) 
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taneous growth of martensite with time at constant stress and temperature in a 
partially transformed state). Experiments were carried out arriving to the initial 
point at a stress rate near zero (< I kPa s-~). The creep against time is presented 
in Fig 5. This type of phenomenon is called 'Static Recoverable Creep' (SRC in 
Fig. 5) [10, 17]. The maximum lengthening obtained with SRC is, within the 
experimental scatter, the same in each point of the linear part of the transforma- 
tion curve and lower outside. It is possible to relate this phenomenon to the 
coexistence of both phases (or equivalently to the presence of interfaces). The 
hysteresis cycle is locally deformed in the retransformation. This is classically 
known as micromemory. The normal shape of the hysteresis cycle is recovered 
after a few minutes in parent phase, but not instantaneously (the B-recovery 
process). The SRC effect during the unloading part of the hysteresis cycle is less 
marked and an initial small reduction of length can be detected, probably asso- 
ciated with the recovery of 13 in the neighborhood of the retransformed parts 
(see, the arrow in Fig. 5). The role that the barrier (interface friction) produc- 
ing the hysteresis plays against the growth of the martensite, explains the 
reduced activity of the SRC on unloading. An increase in complexity is 
achieved by loading the material at relatively higher stress rates (1 kPa s -l 
<dtr/dt _<10 kPa s-~), which is called 'Dynamic Recoverable Creep' or DRC. The 
behavior is similar to SRC but more pronounced, as show in Fig. 5. In the par- 

F 3 N  - 3 M P a  T = 2 9 0 . T K  

x 
t A ' t ,  B" �9 

F 13 N - 3 Mr, a . : " I I  . .<- - . . -~#i  

. . . . . . ~ .  / 1 ~  , , ,  ,~ ' , ; ' ~  
..... .--" " , - -  ) ' ; . i - -  J 

I / :"  , , < , ,m /  ,(-- / l//m--- .-'f" 

X 

Ng. 6 Force vs'. lengthening with internal loops using different width; A and A') experimen- 
tal measurements; B and B') simulation. Each measurement includes an initial eom- 
plete cycle, a partial load with a subsequent series of internal loops ended by a full 
load and a complete unload to the parent phase. Only extreme points are measured or 
ealeulated in internal loops. The arrow indicates the mieromemory effect 
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ticular case of periodic oscillations (for instance, several internal loops) an im- 
portant evolution exists, as it can be seen in Fig. 6 (A and A'). The results 
indicate that the zone of the material affected by the cycling (related to the range 
of forces used) tends rapidly to the martensitic state and eventually produce the 
transformation of neighboring plates. On unloading, a more important stabiliza- 
tion (or micromemory) is observed (see, for instance, the arrow in Fig. 6 A'). 

The macroscopic effects occurring in the transformation from parent to 
martensite are connected with local stabilization (increase of To) processes, ac- 
tivated by the existence of interfaces (SRC) and eventually their collective 
movement (DRC). The action of time over the system configuration is taken into 
account as an appropriate shift of the equilibrium temperature To of each af- 
fected plate (with parent to martensite coexistence). 

The observation of SRC and DRC indicates an exponential behavior of x 
(Fig. 5) at least with one time constant. Transforming the x lenghtening in tem- 
perature changes using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and the mean slope of 
the hysteresis cycle, the time constant and the associated equilibrium tempera- 
ture changes are, 

XsRc ~ 9 0 0 0  s ~T~sRc) ~ 0 . 5 0  K 

~DRC ~ 2 0 0  s ATo~DRc) ~ 0 . 2 5  K 

In retransforming, the main action is associated to the 13 recovery process 
(local recovery of To). The time constant for this process is xp~ 900 s. 

As a consequence of the previous results, time dependent contributions were 
added to the time independent model. The computer program (available on re- 
quest) considers the material as formed by 13 domains which can transform 
partially or totally to martensite. From the equilibrium temperature and the pre- 
vious configuration, the action of the external fields (forcefc,a and temperature 
Text) is calculated for each time t~ using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The 
result is the lengthening of each domain and consequently the total length xi. 
The iteration follows with the analysis of the new equilibrium temperatures for 
each plate. In the general case, the whole complex system will be simulated as 
a sum of the simpler SRC and, if appropriate, increased by DRC cases. The 
DRC approach is used if collective movement of interfaces parent/martensite 
exists over near neighboring plates. Most of the observed experimental results 
(if one avoids the creation of dislocations) can be explained with this model 
(Fig. 6 B and B'). Also, the evolution with time of To after a heat treatment (de- 
creasing of the critical stress or equivalent increases of Ms) explains easily the 
appearance of an 'isothermal' transformation and also the difference between 
hysteresis cycles belonging to two distinct moments. Recoverable mi- 
cromemory, independent of dislocation's creation, can be associated also to the 
local recoverable equilibrium temperature changes. 
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Fig. 7 A) Transitory effects on the resistance vs. time, working temperature 348 K from sev- 
eral previous situations; B) Logarithmic dependence ofx (in s) vs. l i T ( T i n  K); C) 
Measured values of M, (in K) vs. the ageing temperature in parent phase 

Ageing effects in parent phase and yearly effects on 
transformation temperature 

After a temperature step, the resistance changes with time in exponential 
form (Fig. 7 A). Using the steady state measurements, the resistance shows a 
clear linear dependence against the temperature TF in parent phase including the 
minor contribution of atomic order effects [ 18]. The time evolution of the resis- 
tance permits an approach to the main time constant (x). For the analyzed 
temperatures (Fig. 7 B) the activation energy approach 1.2 eV. From the 
Fig. 7 B the value of the time constant at 298 K arounds 1.37.107 s (5 months). 
From the previous analysis, a temperature step at t~ from T,t~y to T induces a 
time evolution on M, (Fig. 7 C) and the general form for an elapsed time t--tra, 
reads, 

AM, = -0.1 I(T - T,t~ay) 

M,(T,  t) = M,(T,  may, t =  tra) + AM,[I - e-(t- t"d)/t(T) 3 

Table 2 Effect of a temperature step from T,~,ay=358.15 K to 7". Effect on M, after A h at the 
temperature T (B: experimental and C: calculated) 

TIK A ~ t ~ d h  B : M J K  C:MslK 

333.15 11.97 275.81 275.80 

305.65 59.44 275.28 275.23 

293.15 59.44 274.83 274.93 
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The Table 2 presents several predicted and experimental values after ageing 
at Tst~,~y and subsequent A hours at Tusing the previous expressions. The effect 
of the summer and winter temperature (for instance, 298 and 283 K) produces 
extreme changes on the M, near 1.6 K. The actual value of the M, is smoothed 
by the effect of the associated time constant. As a working hypothesis, the ef- 
fects can be related to the B2 order processes (near-neighboring atoms in parent 
bee structure). A long time analysis and using aging at higher temperature (near 
365 K) shows 'secondary' effects probably associated to the neighboring atoms 
(order L21). 

Conclusion 

The high resolution thermal analysis set-up (near 0.003 K) and derived 
equipments permits an excellent description of the SMA behavior. From high 
resolution experiments, some time independent parameters have been found, 
which allow to model SMA thermomechanical behavior. The characteristics of 
the hysteresis cycles of N plates in a single crystal single variant transformation 
can be identified and simulated by a computer using a physical approach in 
terms of intrinsic parameters: thermoelasticity, interface friction, nucleation 
processes (parent to martensite and vice versa) and the number of martensitic 
plates. 

The observed time effects in gently cycling are connected with stabilization 
activated by the presence of interfaces, the recovery of the 13 phase and, eventu- 
ally, the previous thermal treatments. They can be explained as a recoverable 
change of the equilibrium temperature To of each plate, allowing to interpret and 
to model the martensitic recoverable creep effects (increase of To) and mi- 
cromemory (local change of To), as arising from changes of the atomic order 
accelerated by the coexistence of the phases. 

The resistance measurements permits a quantitative approach to the tempera- 
ture effects on parent phase. After a temperature step, the resistance changes 
with time in exponential form. Using the steady state measurements, the Ms 
shows a clear linear dependence against the ageing temperature T in parent 
phase. The effect of the summer and winter seasonal temperature produces 
changes on the Ms (around 2 K). The actual value of M, is is smoothed by the 
effect of the associated time constant. 
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